4BBB Team Matchplay
Handicaps and giving shots in a Match

 Handicaps will be calculated (when the draw is made)
before first round opens, and will be based on BLUE
Tees for Men and Red Tees for Women).
 Your calculated handicap will remain valid* for all
remaining rounds of the Matchplay tournament.
o *Note: – calculated handicaps are only relevant for your
participation in the 4BBB Team Matchplay competition, in all
other competitions your normal daily handicap is applied.

 Individual handicaps for the Matchplay event will be
listed on the Notice Board for reference.
 All play throughout the event will be off the Blue Tees
for Men and the Red Tees for Women. If the tees are
not out on the day then play will be off the plates.
 The following method will be used to calculate the
number of shots given in each match as follows:
o The player with the lowest handicap in the group
goes to ZERO and receives no shots on any hole
o All other player’s handicaps are adjusted
accordingly

Strokes given in all Matchplay events are based on the Matchplay Index in the
table below. This can also be found on our standard (non-electronic)
scorecards. Hole 8 is index 1, hole 12 is index 2 and so on…
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9

Example 1:
Player A is off +2, Player B is off 4
Player C is off 17, Player D is off 23
 A goes to a handicap of 0, B moves to 6 (4 plus 2), C moves to 19, D
moves to 25
o B receives 6 strokes on matchplay index rated 1-6
o C receives 19 strokes, 1 on every hole and 2 strokes on matchplay
index 1 (the 8th hole)
o D receives 23 strokes in total, 2 on matchplay indexes 1-5
On the course:
Team A/B versus Team C/D
On the 8th hole player A makes a 5, and B makes a 5 nett 4.
Player C makes a 7 nett 5 and Player D makes a 5 nett 3.
Team C/D win the hole with a nett 3

Example 2:
Player A is off 5, Player B is off 9
Player C is off 12, Player D is off 23
 A goes to a hcp of 0, B moves to 4 (9 minus 5), Player C moves to 7, D
moves to 18
o B receives a stroke on matchplay index holes 1-4
o C receives a stroke on matchplay index holes 1-7
o D receives a stroke on all 18 holes
On the course:
Team A/B versus Team C/D
On the 8th hole player A makes a 5, and B makes a 5 nett 4.
Player C makes a 7 nett 6 and Player D makes a 6 nett 5.
Team A/B win the hole with a nett 4

